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Abstract

Current source inverter (CSI) features simple converter structure and inherent voltage boost capability. In addition, it
provides low instantaneous rate of voltage change with respect to time in comparison to voltage source inverter (VSI) and
multilevel inverter (MLI). Nonetheless, CSI does not outshine as grid interfacing unit in photovoltaic (PV) generation
system. This is because of requirement of large sizing of dc-link inductor and sluggish performance during light load
condition. Contemplating both advantages and disadvantages of CSI, this work is aimed to investigate and analyze the
superiority of CSI in PV system. The proposed system employs direct regular-sampled pulse width modulation
(DRSPWM) as modulator and multi-loop proportional-integral (PI) in synchronous frame as the controller. The gridconnected CSI system is further evaluated along with photovoltaic maximum power point tracking (PV-MPPT) control.
Simulation verification highlighted that the option of using CSI as medium power PV grid integration unit in exchanging
active-reactive power with grid network is very satisfactory. In addition, balanced sinusoidal output currents with
acceptable harmonic limit are successfully achieved; like other topologies in PV grid integration. The proposed CSI
system is proved to be able to track the references in event of varying input condition from PV array. The theoretical
equations and modeling are described, and the simulation are conducted in MATLAB / Simulink platform.
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1.Introduction

A dc-ac converter consists combination of active
switches connected with passive components which
acted as interfacing unit between the dc input source
and ac loads or grid ac network. Looking at the type
of signal at the dc input side, the inverter can be
categorized as voltage source inverter (VSI) and
current source inverter (CSI). Single-phase, threephase and multilevel switching arrangements are
suited for those inverter topologies, depending on the
voltage and rated power requirements of the
dedicated application.
For grid connected application, the inverter plays an
important role in the integration of distribution
generation onto ac grids. Such integration is
governed by strict grid codes, which include the
control of active and reactive power and permissible
levels of harmonics.
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From perspective view of photovoltaic systems and
wind turbines in multimegawatt ranges, current
source inverter (CSI) topology seems a better
preference as compared to its competitor, VSI and
MLI [1−6].
This is because CSI provides a simpler topology, able
to perform satisfactory in grid and island mode,
provides balanced sinusoidal output current and able
to protect naturally against dc-side short-circuit
faults. Although, as yet, the CSI does not play a
major role as a grid interfacing unit in distributed
generation systems. It is only a proven approach in
ac drives systems with high rated power and medium
voltage ranging between 2.3kV to 13.8kV [3, 4]. This
is because of the drawback of CSI which requires
large sizing of dc-link inductor in order to keep the
dc-link current almost constant, stability problem and
sluggish performance especially in light load
condition.
Despite the disadvantages suffered by CSI, the work
is intended to highlight the possibility of using CSI as
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the interfacing unit where the advantages offered able
to weight-scale its potential. A single-stage medium
power grid connected photovoltaic system based on a
two-level three-phase CSI is proposed in this work.
This work is intended:
 to investigate the possibility of using CSI as an
alternative topology used for grid interfacing unit.
 to propose a CSI control system consists of direct
regular-sampled
pulse
width
modulation
(DRSPWM) and multi-loop proportional-integral
for the power exchanges with the grid and;
 to evaluate the performance of grid connected
three-phase CSI using the proposed control system
under varying operational parameter.
The proposed CSI control system uses DRSPWM
technique as modulator and multi-loop proportionalintegral (PI) [7] to regulate the active and reactive
power exchanges with the ac grid under various
operating conditions. The theoretical equations and
modeling of the proposed control system is explained
in subsequent section. The performance of the
inverter system under varying operational conditions
is verified through MATLAB/Simulink platform. The
contents of this paper are organized as follows:
Section 2 describes the theoretical background of PI
control in synchronous frame which consists of
power and current control loops in photovoltaic
system. Section 3 analyzes and verify the
performance of the proposed multi-loop control CSI
with exchanges active and reactive medium power to
the grid. Finally, the conclusion in Section 4
concludes the significant results and findings of the
research work.

2.Literature review: three-phase current
source inverter system

In photovoltaic system, the CSI has been a promising
topology in boosting the efficiency of maximum
power point tracking (MPPT) since it can reduce the
number of PV series connected to each string [5−9].
This significantly reduces the effect of partial shading
and improving the system efficiency by adopting
only single stage conversion, thanks to inherent
voltage boost capability of the CSI [6,10,11]. The
single-phase CSI for photovoltaic grid integration is
proposed in [12−15] which introduce various
transformer less topologies to minimize the commonmode current that arises through the stray capacitance
between the PV array and ground. Also, the proposed
single-phase topologies need to cater for even
harmonics on the dc side [13]. Novel single-phase
with six-switches arrangement introduced in [15]
35

able to eliminate high-frequency common-mode
voltage, results in lower total harmonic distortion
(THD). These need to be eliminated since they affect
MPPT in term power tracking and may reduce
lifetime of PV inverter [12].
Several applications of three-phase CSI in
photovoltaic systems are proposed in [10,14,16].
Analysis and modelling of a grid connected CSI,
using PI control in the synchronous frame and
carrier-based SPWM, are presented in [10]. However,
the controller consists only of the current control
loop, which affects the system reliability. In [14], the
proposed system consists of only one control loop for
maximum power point tracking, and is claimed to
generate an ac output current with THD of 4.5%. A
modified carrier-based SPWM technique is proposed
which adds a short-circuit pulse to the conventional
SPWM to prevent an open-circuit CSI at any instant,
and which is useful in adjustment of the PV-array
voltage [14]. Although a simple MPPT control
structure is introduced, limited experimental results
and information on the control system are presented
[14]. Meanwhile in [16, 17], reverse-blocking IGBTs
with Phasor Pulse Width Modulation are used in
three-phase CSI which enable higher system
efficiency, higher boost ratio and elimination of stepup stages by means of boost converter or step up
transformer. This work is verified using hardware
prototype of 2kW, 208Vl-I, rms and varying dc input
voltage between 60V to 120Vdc.
Topology of CSI is further improved in [18,19] by
introducing series-connected CSIs with fewer number
of switches which permit lower switching losses and
reduced sizing of passive components in the circuit.
With the use of very low switching frequency, which
is 60Hz and higher dc current utilization, this
topology features a promising candidate for highvoltage application. Looking at the other application,
current source inverter in [19] is applied effectively
in motor drives application. An improvement of
current control scheme is introduced to eliminate the
need for front-end stage which taking advantage of
higher efficiency and simpler operation. More
interesting research works are crucial to support this
promising topology approach in variety of
application.
Taking a step back for clarification on the topology
of CSI, Figure 1 illustrates the basic schematic
diagram of six self-commutated unidirectional
switches with series diodes three-phase two-level CSI
connecting to the ac grid. This schematic is powered
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by dc-voltage source in series with dc-link inductor.
The ac power-filters which consists of combination
of capacitors and inductors are functioned in
minimizing the high frequency harmonic components
linked to the switching frequency of the modulator
[20]. The performance of grid connected current
source inverter-based PV system is investigated in
this work and it is controlled by proportional-integral

control in synchronous frame and DRSPWM as
modulator. The detail of direct-regular sampled
PWM is extensively discussed in [7, 8] thus will not
be covered in this work. The presented control
variables are exploited for regulation of active and
reactive powers exchanges with grid network.
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Figure 1 Schematic diagram of three-phase CSI circuit
Based on Figure 1, the dynamic equations (1) to (4)
describe d-q axes of CSI circuit. Grid phase voltage,
vo is associated to d-axis as follows:
diod
R
  F iod 
dt
LF

dioq
dt



 vcd  vod   LF ioq 

 vcq  voq   LF iod 
RF
ioq 
LF
LF

dvcd iid  iod  CF vcq

dt
CF
dvcq
dt



LF

iiq  ioq  CF vcd
CF

(1)

(2)
(3)
(4)

Equation (1) and (2) represent the output current in
dq-term considering grid voltages and filtered
capacitor voltages at ac-side. Equation (3) and (4)
describe the filtered capacitor voltage with reference
to pre-filtered currents, ac output currents and grid
voltages. The terms vod and voq represent the d-q term
of the grid phase voltage. The filtered capacitor
voltages are represented by vcd and vcq. iod, ioq, iid and
iiq represent the ac output and pre-filtered currents in
dq-term. The filter resistance, inductance and
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capacitance are represented by RF, LF and CF
accordingly.
The power control loop controls the average power
flow which ultimately produces high quality
sinusoidal output currents. Grid voltage is assumed to
be fixed, thus the active and reactive power of the
inverter exchanges in reference to the grid are
regulated by regulating the d-q quantities of output
current directly. The reference current, i*o(dq) that
needs to be injected into the grid is expressed in (5).
*
iod
 2
1
* 3 2
i
vod  voq2
 oq 

vod
v
 oq

voq   P* 
vod  Q* 

(5)

3.Methodology: proposed current control
loop for CSI system

Figure 2 presents the current control system of a
grid-connected CSI which consists of a phase locked
loop, outer current regulator, inner voltage regulator,
and the direct-regular sampled SPWM. The presented
control structure uses several feedback loops with PI
controllers in the synchronous frame, and feedforward control to enhance the system's ability to
reject disturbances. The direct-regular sampled PWM
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is used to generate the CSI switch gating signals.
With this arrangement, system stability, dynamic
response and response time are improved, with
output harmonic elimination. To control the power
flow, Io is the outer control variable while for the
inner loop, capacitor voltage, Vc enhances controller
bandwidth [20].

The integral parts of (6) and (7) are replaced with zd
and zq, and substituting the resultant expressions in
(1) and (2), gives:
diod
 R  kP1 
z
k *
 F
iod  d  P1 iod
dt
LF
LF LF
dioq
zq kP1 *
 R  kP1 
 F
ioq 

ioq
dt
LF
LF LF

The current control in CSI system shows in Figure 2
comprise of two cascaded control loop; the outer loop
adjusts the magnitude and phase of pre-filtered
capacitor voltages corresponding to grid voltage. This
is based on equation (5) which is designed based on
equations (1) and (2). Following, the outer current
control autonomously provides a set-point to the
inner control loop which involving feedback from
filter capacitor voltages. This is based on equations
(3) and (4).
To
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the

current
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where the new variables wd and wq are attained from
PI controller as in (6) and (7):
(6)

*
*
wq  kP1  ioq
 ioq   kI 1   ioq
 ioq dt

(7)

where kP1 and kI1 are proportional and integral gains
of the current regulators in the d and q terms.
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Figure 2 Block diagram of current control arrangement of CSI as grid interfacing unit
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Equation (12) shows the states that have d-channels
can be controlled independently without the influence
of q-channels. Thus, the decoupled control of reactive
and active can be successfully achieved.

design,

*
cq

*
*
wd  kP1  iod
 iod   kI 1   iod
 iod dt

(9)

The differential equations (8) to (11) are rearranged
in a form of state space formulation,
x'  t   Ax  t   Bu t  as:

let
wq  v  vq   LF iod ,

*
cd

(8)

0
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adjusted as accordance to the weather changes. This
is to ensure the maximum power extracted at all
times. This has been simulated with the aid of the
lookup table that contains a pre-defined PV I-V
characteristic. Weather condition variations are
simulated by variable current from the PV arrays,
which is assumed as the input signal to the lookup
table.

3.1Current control loop of CSI in photovoltaic
system
In photovoltaic system, CSI is used to serve both
functions which are to track the maximum power
point tracking and interfacing unit between PV
system and the ac grid system. Similar control system
in Figure 2 is implemented in Figure 3 with
exception dc-link voltage regulator for maximum
power point tracking. The inverter dc-link voltage is
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Figure 3 Test system of a grid-connected CSI for photovoltaic application

4.Result and discussion: simulation
verification of multi-loop pi control
system for grid connected medium
power current source inverter

To further validate the performance of grid connected
current source inverter based photovoltaic system,
simulation results for the exchange of medium active
and reactive power and output waveshapes are
presented in this section. Table 1 lists the parameters
used for the grid connected CSI.

rated power. Figure 4(b) shows the performance of
capacitor voltage used in the inner control loop
regulator. The inverter operates at full medium active
power (120kW) as in Figure 4(c) with the exchange
at 415Vac grid voltage, shown in Figure 4(d). Output
current is shown in Figure 4(e) while Figure 4(f)
shows that the normalized grid voltage is in phase
with the current in this unity power factor
application. Figure 4(g) presents the modulation
index achieved almost 0.8 when the output current is
at 50A.

Reference active current, Idref is set to 50A while
reactive current reference, Iqref is 0A to achieve unity
power factor. Figure 4(a) shows that Id and Iq able to
track their references when the CSI is operated at

For performance demonstration of the grid-connected
CSI under varying weather conditions, the test
system shown in Figure 3 is simulated with the
following parameters: the PV array is modelled as a
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current source that varies its current injection (ipv)
with weather, and in this case ipv is varied from 50A
to 60A; dc-link inductor=40mH; converter rated
apparent power=100kVA; rated ac grid line
voltage=380V; switching frequency=2.1kHz; and an
LC-filter with 3mH and 80µF inductance and
capacitance respectively.
The simulation results of the CSI under varying
weather conditions are shown in Figure 5. As PV
array output current varies from 50A to 60A at 0 to
4sec, dc-link current varies accordingly as shown in
Figure 5(a). The output current is changed from 50A
to 60A at 2sec in order to see the response of the
proposed control method in term of its dynamic when
the new reference is introduced. When a new dc-link
reference voltage is tracked by the MPPT, and using
a typical proportional-integral dc-link voltage
regulator, the measured dc-link voltage able to track
the reference successfully and satisfactory. This is
illustrated in Figure 5(b). The injected output
currents are in phase with the voltage at the PCC

(point of common coupling) as required by grid code
and shown in Figure 5(c) and the active-reactive
power exchanged with the ac network is shown in
Figure 5(d). From these results, it can be inferred that
PV grid integration using the CSI is satisfactory and
can relatively be an alternative option to other grid
integration unit. CSI offer features of simple ac-filter
design and direct control of injected ac output
current.
Although this work shows promising results using
CSI as the integration unit, it is however bound by
simulation results and the parameter is limited by the
specified values as listed in Table 1. Different range
of parameter may produce different ranges of
voltage, current and power yet the wave shape or
waveform trend should be almost the same.
Therefore, this work may serve as a guidance to the
other researchers and academician who are currently
working in grid connected converter application.

Table1 Parameters used in simulation for grid connected CSI

Operating specification
Current at dc link
Switching frequency
Two-level converter rating
Active power
Reactive power
AC grid voltage (line-to-line)
Capacitor at ac filter
Inductor at ac filter
Turn ratio of the transformer
Proportional gain of output current controller
Integral gain of output current controller
Proportional gain of capacitor voltage controller
Integral gain of capacitor voltage controller

(a) dq output current with their references
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Idc
fs
S
P
Q
Vac
CF
LF
N
kP1
kI1
kP2
kI2

Values
50-60
2.1
150
120
90
415
100
3.0
1:1
25
3200
1
80

Units
A
kHz
kVA
kW
kVAr
V
F
mH

s-1
-1
-1s-1
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(b) Filtered capacitor voltage track their references in dq-term

(c) Reactive-active power exchange with the ac network

(d) Three-phase ac grid / utility voltage

(e) Three-phase current at the output
40
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(f) In-phase normalized voltage and current

(g) Amplitude modulation index
Figure 4 CSI simulation results operating with the proposed DRSPWM with unity power factor

(a)Dc-link current

(b)dc-link voltage with respect to reference from MPPT
41
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(c)Normalized grid voltage and current are in phase at unity power factor

(d)Grid active and reactive power
Figure 5 Simulation results of CSI-PV system behaviour with variation in operational parameter

5.Conclusion and future work

The proposed multi-loop control system for a threephase current source inverter (CSI) in medium power
photovoltaic system mainly consists of three
subsystem which are dc-link voltage control for
maximum power point tracking from PV panel and
output current control for power flow exchanges
between source and grid. The capacitor voltage
control is added only to improve the controller
bandwidth, not as part of current control and power
flow to the grid. The performance of grid connected
CSI system was analyzed using MATLAB/Simulink
software. Results showed that the ac output current
able to track its references at grid voltage of 415V
and active power of 120kW in grid mode. With
varying input from PV array, the dc-link control loop
able to track the respective MPPT references which
led to excellent tracking of output current with
respect to the grid voltage. To conclude, the aim of
this work which is to investigate the possibility of
using CSI as an alternative for voltage source inverter
(VSI) for grid interfacing unit is achieved based on
the discussed results and analysis.
PV grid integration using CSI is proved to be
satisfactory as a competitive option to common PV
42

grid integration using VSI by providing simple acfilter design and direct current control of the injected
output ac current. This work can be further verified
by constructing a scaled-down prototype in
laboratory and may consider other control system
such as proportional-resonant control which more
robust in present of imbalance phase voltage or fault.
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